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Abstract-s-This paper describes a general mathematical model (mainly stochastic. in nature). for the basic
operational structure of a multiprogrammed computer system. The model considered depends. on the one
hand. on the job-flow and. on the other. upon the hardware configuration and operating system of the
computer. A formal description is presented to illustrate the most important activities, in the language
SIMULA 67. Usingthis modelit ispossibleto give anexact formto the statistical problems of job mixingand
to the non linear stochastic control problems of priorities and page fault problems.
I. INTROD UCTI ON
In the use of multiprogrammed computer systems it becomes obvious that the proper
management of the job-flow is a prime necessity for efficient utilization. This depends first of all
on the monitor (executive) of the operating system. The monitor has several strategies to allocate
and to schedule the resources for the different demands, appearing at the same time.
Some of these activities are well studied in simple cases, but most of them are not sufficiently
investigated.
ln our earlier papers (see e.g. [I], [II]) we proposed a stochastic description of a
multiprogrammed computer system together with the job-flow. Here we explain this in a more
detailed form. The problems of such a description arose with respect to the parameter choices in
the operating system of a CDC 3300, located in the Computing Center of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. On the other hand we also want to give a more or less adequate mathematical model
of such interesting experimental research as described in the papers of Marshall[4] and
Denning[7]. In Marshall's paper it was proved, examining concrete program stories that, using
somewhat near to Markov-property, the priority rule may reduce CPU (Central Processor Unit)
time by 17%. This "Markov property" is used in our autoregressive model. The same model may
be used to describe the program behaviourby workingsets, proposed in the paper of Denning.
For the formal description of a computer system we use the language SIMULA. It seems to us
that it is the most suitable one for our purposes. In our probabilistic model we use the whole
apparatus of the theory of stochastic processes (for the inner work),where the processes depend
on random vector variables. These variables have to be identified, or in mathematical statistical
language. estimated from the job-flow. To illustrate our description we study special cases and
give simulation results.
2. THE FORMAL DESCRIPTI ON
In this part we shallgive for illustration a formal description of the jobs in a computer system
using the language SIMULA 67. In such a way it is possible to describe, in general form, the most
important characteristics of a computer system.
The reasons for the choice of the SIMULA are two: (a) The class concept of SIMULA is very
suitable for the formal description of arbitrary structures. (b) The timingconcept of a simulation
language is useful to describe the timing of a computer system.
We suppose that the computer system consists of L resources (units). These are for example:
CPU. e M-core. channels, drivers, controllers, devices, etc.
Now we introduce some notations.
Job
Definition: An L-dimensional step function p(7' ) is a job with execution time T, if
*This isone of three papersappearing inthis issue.which were submitted as the authorized contribution of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences to our Lanczos memorial project. (Ed.).
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(a) p(r)={PI(r), ... ,pb)}, O~r~T
o~ pi(r) ~ 1
L
(b) LPi(r»O if O<r<TandL=Ootherwise.
(c) pi(r)=min{pi(r-O), Pi(r+O)} for all i.
A diagram indicating this continuity concept appears in Fig. I.
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Remarks
The argument t means the own elapsed time of the job, as it will be later exactly defined.
The function value pi(r) shows that at the elapsed moment r, it must be allocated IOO'pi(r)%
of the i -th resource for this job.
Formal description
First of all we define a data structure to describe the states of the jobs:
class job state;
begin real period;
real array p[I:L];
end;
In this type-definition the real variable period means the length of the state in the elapsed time,
and the vector P corresponds to the same one in the earlier definition of the job.
boolean procedure positive change (S 1, S 2);
ref (job state) 51, S2;
begin boolean b ;
integer j;
for j: = I step 1 until L do
b : = b or S 1 . P[j] < 52 . P[j];
positive change: = b :
end;
This procedure tests the type of a state-change. If 52 is the new state, and it has any allocation
demand, then the value of the function becomes true.
process class job;
virtual: ref (job state) procedure next state;;
begin ref (job state) present, next;
ref (job state) procedure next state;
present: -next state;
L: hold (present.period);
next: -next state;
if next =I= none then
begin
deal/ocation (present, next);
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if positive change (present, next) then
begin
this process.into (allocation list);
activate (monitor); passivate;
end;
present: -next;
goto L;
end;
end;
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The procedure next state produces a new complete data structure of type job state, which
represents the next state of the job.
Usingthe SIMULA virtual concept, in this generalform, the procedure tillmay be undefined.
In case of special types of jobs we can define various concrete realizationsof this procedure.
For this we give an example:
job class trivial poisson job (m); real m;
virtual: ref (job state) procedure next state;
begin integer j ;
ref (job state) procedure next state;
begin integer j ;
ref (job state) S;
S:-new job state;
S.period:==negexp (m, U);
for j: == I step I until L do
S.p[j]:==uniform (0, I, U);
next state:-S;
end;
end;
Timing
Definition: We say that an indicator-function X(t) is a job-story with execution time T, if
(a)x(t)=={(; O~t~x
(b) f~ X(t) dt == T
(c) the number of jumps of function X(t) is finite.
According to the definition, there exist such values tIN and tn :, for which:
tIN == max {t; x(s) == 0, s < t}
tT E == min {t: Xes) == 0, s > t}
We call tIN and tTE respectivelyby initiating time and termination time of the job-story X(t).
Definition: If X(t) is a job-story then we say that the function
pet) == f xOd·
is the elapsed time of X(t). The relation between the job and job-story willbe givenin 4. def. I.
Remark
If we consider the computer system as a complicated serving system, then the jobs are the
customers, and suitable choosen job-stories are the realizations of the services.
Job flow
Definition: We say that the infinite set
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is a job-flow or job-stream, if p(j)(T) are jobs, and t;~ O. tj + J ~ ti•
Here ti means the arrival time of the p(j)(T) job. From this definition it follows: If a job-story
X1iJ(t) is the realization of the job p(j)(T) then t y.~ ~ ti.
3. A GENERAL PROBABILI STI C MODEL
In our conception the Pi(T) functions are random step functions, which may be approximated
in some cases by continuous functions. This stochastic model is a good description in spite of the
fact that, for a given job, the whole function is observable. This random function (or stochastic
process) principle may be used successfully when applied to multiprogrammed computer
descriptions which deal with longer periods of time (e.g. for several hours or for a day).
The inner probability field is used to describe the changes of the functions Pi (T), i = I, 2, . . . L
in the inner time of the computer. Naturally, this probability field depends upon the type of
problem we want to solve. Initially, it was supposed that the statistical behaviour of these
processes could be described by queueing processes, Markov and semi-Markovprocesses. Here
we go a bit further; we apply diffusion-type approximations.
In addition to the inner probability field, it seems natural to introduce an outerprobability fi eld
which describes the job population. In most cases we assume that this is a multidimensional
stationary process. This field is related to job-flow {J,} and also to the tj time points, while the
inner-field to the jobs p(T) and also to elapsed time T, as was defined in the proceeding paragraph.
The whole description of a computer system with a job-flow is given as the product of the initial
probability field, the outer-field, and the conditional inner field which is determined by a given job.
The idea is the same as in the case of a Brownian motion process with initial distribution.
Let us see an example. We assume that {r.} is a Poisson process, and further
where 0::::; p I(T) ::::; 1 denotes the CM (Central Memory)-core demand (p I = 1 when the whole
available memory is demanded), P2 is the CPU-indicator function, i.e.
2(T) ={I ~f the job demands the CPU
p 0 If not.
or denotes the elapsed time of the job.
The following properties we assume
where the parameters ~I I, ~ 1 2 are constants for the job, but they are random variables on the outer
probability field , as they depend on the job. ~ II denotes the maximal core-demand of the job,
while ~ 1I denotes the maximal core-demand of the job, while ~12 characterizes the density of
changing. The function gb , ~' 2) is a random step function, 0 ::::; g l::::; 1 where the length of
intervals of constant function values are exponentially distributed with parameter ~ 1 2 . To
describe P2(T) in the same way we use the following "integral" connection:
where S is so large that P2is nearly normallydistributed and in consecutive S long time intervals
P~ = P2- Ep2fullfils the difference equation
where E2(k) is an independent Gaussian sequence with mean 0 and variance a}.
This means, that the sequence p2(kS) is stationary and has a period if the equation
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has complex roots. The parameters '21, '22 are again constant for the given job, but they are
random variables on the outer probability field. This autoregressive "periodicity" in the jobs, in
quite another way, we may find in Denning's work[7].
As the randomvector {'Z1, '22, IT/} is defined on the outer probability field, we can identify it if
the distribution is now known.
In the general case we suppose that
where 'I is a random vector on the external probability field, and for given ,; gi(7, 'i) is a
stochastic process on the inner field. In many cases gi has the form -
N
s. (7, 'I) = L: 'ikhd7, "id
k~1
where N is fixed. In this case we have regressiontype problemswhen the distributions of 'Ik are
unknown.
Other approximations the reader may find in works Arato-Toke-Knuthj l], Arat6[2].
As an example of the description of the outer probability field we give the main statistical
characteristics of debugging period of our CDC 3300 computer.
The average CM-core demand is 65% (dispersion 21%). The average SCR-file demand is 15%
(dispersion 12%). The average total CPU time is 50sec (dispersion 93). The average total channel
time is 22sec (dispersion 39).
Using cluster analysis technics we got six significant clusters:
1. Compilation (26%).
2. Small jobs (13%).
3. Medium jobs (12%).
4. Large CPU, large SCR (14%).
5. Large CPU, small SCR (15%).
6. Long jobs (14%).
Non clustered 6%.
4. JOB CONTROL
Job-phases
Definition: Let the job-story X(t) be the realizationof the job p(7). We say that at the moment
t, p is in active-phasis if X(t) = 1 and in waiting-phasis if X(t) = o.
Remarks
If a state of a job is finished, and the changeis positive, the job alarms the monitor, and hands
over the demandedp (7 +0) state to it. Than, depending on the free capacity of the resources and
on the scheduling strategies of the monitor, the job has to wait or not.
If the monitor is alarmed then there are three possibilities:
(a) Allocation is possible and allowed by the monitor.
(b) Allocation is possible, but the monitor protects the resource for another demand.
(c) Allocation is impossible.
Waiting -phases
(1) Until the reactivation of the job the elapsed time of the job remains constant.
(2) The allocated resources for the job during the waiting time is p (70), where 70 is the
(elapsed) moment when the positive state change occurred. According our continuity concept,
new resources are yet not allocated, but the unsufficient resources are released.
Forced-state
(a) The monitorcan interrupt and force to wait a job withoutany changeof its natural state.
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(b) The monitor can force a waiting job to release some of its allocated resources.
It is easy to see that such manipulations are equivalent to the modification of the arrived jobs only
in finitely many points.
Of course the executionof such forcing algorithms causes additional costs. Such an operating
systemalgorithm maybe very useful, if it generally ensuresextra utilization, and the forced cases
occur onlywithvery small probability. Suchan example was solvedin the diploma of Kovacs[8].
To solve the widely known deadlock problem of resource allocation also forcing algorithms
are used. See for example Coffman [6].
Monitor strategy
Definition: A strategy is a mapping
x = S(J)
which results a job-story X for all elements J = {t, p} of a job-stream,and fulfills the following
conditions. Let J j be the j -th element of the job-stream J and denote
Let be tY~, t%, Tij) the initiating-, termination-, and execution times of Xj, and T, the execution
time of v".
Using this notation the following conditions must hold:
(1) rj) = Tj
(2) t;j~"2 t j
(3) L Pi(j)(Pj (t))"2 I, 'r:/i, t.
j
where p, is the elapsed time corresponding to Xj.
(4) LXj(t)"21, vt.
j
Remarks
The first two conditions are trivial. The third condition meansthat no one of the resources can
be allocated in more than 100%. The fourth condition means that the system never can be
deadlocked.
System state
Definition: If S is a monitor strategy, then the system-state is a vector q(t) = {ql(t), ... ,
q2(t)} defined by
qi(t) =L PiUl(P;(t))·
j
Remarks
As Pi(T) = 0 if T = 0 or T = T, the above 2 consists only of the allocated demands of the
submitted, but not terminated jobs.
If S is a forcing strategy the definition remains correct too, because S is forcing to decrease
some Pi(T) demands.
We can write the third condition in the definition of the strategie as qi(t) 'S 1 for all i, t.
Monitor-state
The monitor,as an infinite looping job also, has its ownallocation demands. Let us denote the
state vector p (T) of the monitor by p (0)( t)
The piOl(t) vector, as a stochastic process is defined on the earlier mentioned two probability
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fields. It is determined by the whole job-flow, its realizations and by the monitorstrategy. The last
means a stochastic control, which is not a linear one.
The monitor-state changes if some well defined situations occur handled by S. Such monitor
activities are for example: suspension, paging, etc.
Formal description
process class monitor ;
begin ref (job state) monitor state;
ref (job) J ;
monitor state:- idle state ;
idle: passivate;
alarm: for J :-allocation list.first, 1.suc while
begin
if allowed (1) then
allocation;
reactivate
end else
if forcing state (1)
begin
J.,
then begin
[J = I = none dO]
change monitor state;
force states;
hold (monitor action):
monitor state:- idle state;
reactivate J ;
end
else 1. wait (allocation list);
end;
goto idle :
end;
Maximal strategy
Definition: The strategy S is maximal if for any job J", of waiting phasis
for all t > 0 and for at least one i ={I, ... , L}.
Remark
If a strategy is not maximal we can improve the utilization at least in one resource by
activation of a waiting job.
Performance measures of strategies
(I) The multiprogramming level is defined as
if it exists, wherekM (t) is the numberof submitted, but not terminated jobs at the moment t.
(2) The activization level is defined as
If,"7)A = lim - kA ( t) dt
v _x v 0
if it exists, where k: (t) is the number of jobs, for which Xi(t) = 1.
(3) The definition of utilization of the k -th resource:
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The above limits exist if the processes kM(t), kA(t), qdt) are stationary. This depends not only
on the job-stream, but on the monitor-strategy too. This is a general problem of our non-linear
stochastic control.
In the case of finite job-streams "performance test sets" we can state some simple facts:
Since
where N is the numberof jobs in the set, and T is the total execution timeof the set, therefore
2:T(j) const
1/A =r=--r'
Hence the total execution time T is minimal if the activation level is maximal.
This fact is quite natural, but a similar statement for the multiprogramming level does not
hold.
On the other hand
( qdt) =±(OJ Pk(j)(t) =C (const) .Jo j Jo
and this means
Hence we obtain that the maximality of the utilization is equivalent for all the resources.
5. SPECIAL CASES
There are such resources whichwe can allocateonly exclusively. Such resources we define as
singular units, while the others regular units.
Between the components of the jobs which respect to singular units there are tight
connections. At the same time only well defined groups can take value 1. These values can
remain constant during a sequence of job-states.
Takinginto account the changeof singularcomponentswe can define main states of the jobs.
In the special case, when alwaysexactly one of the singularcomponents has value 1,whilethe
others all have zero we can identify the main states with the name of the used singular unit.
A further specialization is when only two main states may be, namely CPU-period and
10-period. Most of the results are known in this case, see Tomk6[3], Gaver[5J, Denning[7].
The regular units are often handled statically only. In this case
where the random variable ~, 1/ are defined on the outer probabilityfield, and f(t, 1/) is a random
indicator function of a time interval, defined on the inner probability field.
The CPU scheduling problem
One of the most important activities of the monitor is the optimal schedulingof the CPU. The
difficulty of the problem is that to find the optimal strategy, which ensures maximal CPU
utilization. leads to a nonlinear stochastic control problem, in the simplest cases too. If the
components, Pi(j)(T), i = 1, ... , ; j = 1,2, ... of the jobs are stationary processes, then because of
the monitor strategy, the resulting component-processes of the system state may well be
non-stationary.
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The simplest case of CPU scheduling is the following:
L = 2, and the two resource is two singular units: the CPU andan I/O unit. The jobs have two
states (main states) CPU and IO periods. This problem is studied under different conditions on
the distributions of the length of the periods, by Gaver[5], Tomk6[3], Arat6[2], and using
simulation methods by Marshall [4].
Because of the latent periodicity of the changes of the length of these periods in the jobs it
seemsnatural to use secondorder autoregresive processes to describe the probabilistic behaviour
of the vb), vb) functions. This case isstudied by Arato-Knuth-Tokej l].
Finally we give some simulation results for this case. We assume that the length of the CPU
and 10 periods are exponentially distributed with parameters A(t) and J.L(t) respectively, and
A(t) = ~ +A'(t)
J.L(t) =y+ J.L'(t)
where A'(t) and J.L'(t) are second order autoregressive processes, and E, I are constants.
Let p be the traffic intensity:
EP=L E +1
Consider the following CPU scheduling strategies:
1. FIFO
2. scheduling the maximal I(t )/(E(t) + l(t))
3. scheduling the minimall(t)/(E(t) + I(t)) where E(t) and I(t) meansthe expectedlengthof
CPU and I/O intervals at the moment t.
Then, for 3 jobs the CPU idle time in percent is the following:
p
Fig.2.
And the same for 8 jobs:
I
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p
Fig.3.
For more detailed description, and results of the simulation are in [10].
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